Places, directions, & buildings (2-3)
Word-family map

- state's
- states'
- states
- stated
- stating

- interstate
- upstate
- understated

- statecraft
- statesperson
- state capital
- state park
- state government
- state of repair
- stately home
- city-state
- state-of-the-art

- statement
- statehood
- statewide
- stately
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Places, directions, & buildings (2-3)
Word-family map

city center
shopping center
central air conditioning
central heating
centrally located
centrifugal force
centripetal force
center of gravity
concentric circles

center's
centers'
centers
centered
centering

central
centrally
centralize
centralization
centrifugal
centripetal
centrifuge

epicenter
concentric
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Word-family map

direct debit
director of photography
director's chair
telephone directory

direct

directs
directed
directing

directly
directly

direct
direct
directive
directly
directory
directories

directional

indirect
indirectly

direction

director

directive

directly

directory

directories

directional
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Places, directions, & buildings (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

- **lot**
  - A large amount or number of something (n)
  - A piece of land owned by a person or company - sometimes used for a special purpose (n)

  - "I love the fair," said Nell. "We get to eat a lot of treats. We can go on rides and play games." (Something everyone needs)
  - Teachers and students cleaned up the empty lot next to the school. They put in plants that would feed the soil. (A school in a garden)
  - My uncle said he'd pick me up in the school's front parking lot. (No way)

- **very much (adv)**
  - My beak is getting stronger, a lot stronger! My legs are getting longer, a lot longer! My wings are getting bigger, a lot bigger! (Once there was a baby bird)

- **lot**
  - Animals like elephants and giraffes need a lot of space to roam, and many zoos just can't afford to build the kind of enclosure they need. (Zoos)
Places, directions, & buildings (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Just as a snake sheds its skin, horseshoe crabs shed their skin many times as they grow. (Dinosaurs today)

The bacon had been curing for some time in a shed outside his kitchen, and was ready to go. (The farmer and the snake and the eggs and bacon)

to lose a natural covering or part, like skin, hair, or leaves (v)

a small building used to store things (n)

Plants with needle-like leaves, such as those on pine trees, can withstand both dry and cold climates. Such plants do not shed all their leaves in the fall, like broadleaf plants do. (Characteristics of living things)

Mr. McGregor was quite sure that Peter was somewhere in the tool shed, perhaps hidden underneath a flower pot. (The tale of Peter Rabbit)